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Launch of New Magazine for Women of Colour
Design and production of high quality magazine
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Celine Loader
Editorial Director of
ASPIRE magazine

Aspire  
launch party

Paul Pearson 
with Sandra Alexander

Mickey D

CL with 
Sebastian 
Sainsbury

CL with journalist Robina Dam (left)
and Film Producer Parminder Vir

Below l–r: Mauwan Chatilla,
Chayan Khoi and 
Verdat Yelkenci.    

Soho, London 27 April 2004. It was a
night of torrential rain but spirits
remained high as a cosmopolitan and
international crowd gathered to toast
the launch of ASPIRE Magazine.
Photographer Tony Attille captured the buzz.

The Artist 
Chayan Khoi

Mr and Mrs Udechukwu, CL
and designer Adebayo Jones

CL with Miss Rebecca Wang

CL with Art Critic 
Robin Dutt

Sonya Roche-Duncan, Donovan Coley, Delia Roche
Guests enjoying the 
atmosphere

CL and Michelle Henery 
from The Times

Right: Aitch Peters, 
Saundra Glenn, 
Donovan Coley, 

Lena Hatch and guests 
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In a garage in the Libyan town of Sebha, 23-year
old George Ekechi picks up a hammer. He is a car

mechanic from Nigeria. 

‘Everything’s rusted up in old cars,’ he says. ‘The
hammer’s the only solution.’ He deals the

radiator a tremendous blow. It comes loose
immediately, but then begins to leak. Ekechi bends
closer to see what’s going on. ‘Maybe I hit it too hard,
he says, ‘but I don’t think it’s serious. We’ll fix it
somehow.’ 

Ekechi is one of the many migrants on his way to
Europe. He has travelled by truck from Nigeria, across
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What Price Europe?
Saharan Adventures 

Every year more than a 100,000 people make the treacherous journey across the Sahara

heading for Europe. In Libya and Morocco there is a thriving trade in boats which provide

crossings over the Mediterranean. But for many, dreams of a life better are not the only

motivation, there is also a yearning for adventure, as Gerbert van der Aa discovers.

Arts Black British Style 
V&A  7 October 2004 – 16 January 2005M
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1950s–60s

1990s–now

1970s–80s

A book, Black Style, is published by V&A
Publications (£19.95PB) to coincide with 
the exhibition. Edited by Carol Tulloch.
Tickets: Full £6, 
Senior Citizens £4
Full time students and 12–17-year-olds £3

Above: Women in arrival outfits arriving at Victoria station, 1956

By Heywood McGee © Hulton Getty

Above right: Bus Conductress, Birmingham, 1950s

By Ernest Dyche © Ernest Dyche / Birmingham Central Library

Bus Conductress, 
Birmingham, 1950s
By Ernest Dyche © Ernest Dyche/
Birmingham Central Library

Woman Wearing a Circle Skirt,

Birmingham, 1950s

By Ernest Dyche © Ernest Dyche /

Birmingham Central Library

Woman in African dress, 

North Kensington, 1956

By Roger Mayne © Roger Mayne

Outfit,1950s worn and given by 

Dr Beryl Gilroy

Above: Brinsley Ford, 1978

By Syd Shelton © Syd Shelton

Left: Maurice and Alison, London, 1970s

By Bandele ‘Tex’ Ajetunmobi © V. Loughran

Above: Three Men

Dancing at a Blues

Party, London, 1970s

Lef: Free Angela Davis 

T-shirt

© Vanley Burke /

V&A Images

Tatooed Woman with Nail Extensions, 

Notting Hill Carnival, 2003

© V&A Images

Above:  MMis-Teeq’s Outfits from their ‘Scandalous’

By Matthew Donaldson

Left: Goldie, 1997

By Dean Belcher © Dean Belcher

Below: Trainers

By Vincent Dolman © Vincent Dolman

Above: Luke & Larissa (Oxygen Models)

Photo by Hainsley Brown

Styling by Cynthia Lawrence-John © Hainsley Brown

A homage to Black British Style and its fundamental contribution in shaping
society over the past 50 years is taking place at the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London.

Above: Notting Hill Carnival, 2003

By Bryn Reade

Design
Production

Design Management 
Art Direction
Copywriting 

Photography
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Nigel Richardson and Sebastian Haywood
started idesign five years ago out of frustration with
mainstream furniture shops.  With combined
experience in interior design and cabinet making,
Richardson and Haywood inspire, educate and
develop design solutions that respect both form and
function.  They spend time with clients,
understanding their personalities and the way in
which they live, before designing a single piece, a
room, or an entire house.

They mix different styles from deco to classical to
create a look that feels contemporary and organic
rather than contrived or fussy. 

The idesign guys would sit on boxes, and have done,
rather than compromise on the perfect sofa.   But
their advice for the rest of us - mix it up. Use high
street pieces to create a back drop for that special
something!

idesign

idesign

Interiors, from £500

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7326 0180

Email: idesign@uk2.net

R E TA IR E TA I L  T H E R A P Y

Coat Comfort 

Autumn (and winter!) 
is almost upon us. 
If emerging from under
your thick duvet,
complete with socks 
and pyjamas, into the
cold, seems a daunting
prospect, you can at
least look forward to
nestling into one 
of these stylish 
body warmers.
By Clare Homer

Jasper Conran
£1,100

Long 
Tall 
Sally 
£70

Jasper 
Conran
£1,600

Burberry
£920

Daks 
£350

Next
£89.99

Morgan
£129.99

River 
Island
£120

79
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Customised gold cotton headwrap, £8.95 per metre by John Lewis 
Iman green eye shadow from the suede’s palette

Iman earth 5 foundation
Iman tigress blusher
Mac skuirt lip gloss

body powder NC65 studio fix
Hair: Chi Chi using Paul Mitchell products

Stylist: Clare Watson
Model: Cherie Joseph/Nevs

Photographed at Nice Studios/London
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Dorothy Dandridge
A beautiful actress and singer whose star shone too briefly and
ended tragically in September 1965, aged 43.  Born Dorothy
Jean Dandridge, November 9, 1922, in Cleveland. 

In her first lead role opposite Harry Belafonte, in Carmen
Jones (1957), Dandridge won the acclaim of being the
first black woman to receive an Academy Award
nomination for Best Actress, nominated alongside
Audrey Hepburn, Jane Wyman, Judy Garland and Grace
Kelly. In 1959, she won a Golden Globe for her
performance in Porgy and Bess (co-starring Sidney
Poitier and Sammy Davis Jr).

Dandridge had the drive and talent to be as big as
anyone could be in
Hollywood, but just as fast as
her success was achieved, so
did it begin to fade.

‘If I were white, I could
capture the world’, she once
said.

Dandridge’s incredible
beauty is reflected today in
Halle Berry, who played her
in the film about her life.

BEAUTY

Icons of Timeless Beauty and Style  

These are ladies of timeless sophistication, glamour and
elegance.  Their looks were as fashionable then as they are
now. Aspire honours….

Icons of
Timeless
Beauty
and Style  
These are ladies of timeless sophistication,
glamour and elegance.  Their looks were as
fashionable then as they are now. 
ASPIRE honours . . .
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Halle Berry © Rex FeaturesDorothy Dandridge c1959
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Whether serving up cordon bleu dinner parties,
preparing party nibbles for kiddies or cooking a
traditional roast for the family, the kitchen remains
the epicentre of any home. 
Clare Homer assembles a selection of stylish, 
yet simple designs, which may inspire you as 
you prepare to wine, dine and entertain over 
the festive period. kitchen ideas

Cosy & Fresh
Stát White Kitchen from £1663

Utsaga Spice Rack £4

Utsaga Dish Drainer £10

Hedsta Dining Table by Nike Karlsson £170

Harola Chairs £35/each

Agam Junior Highchair £18 

all from Ikea
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‘Look forward  
to seeing you  
in 2020’ 
Hamish McRae 
The Independent 

Author of  

The World in 2020

‘Thank you for 
your help and 
wise advice in 
putting this book 
together, it owes 
much to you’ 
General Sir Peter 
de la Billière 
Author of Storm 

Command and Looking 

for Trouble

‘Thank you for 
the brilliant 
jacket and covers 
you’ve designed 
for us’ 
Gail Pirkis 
Former Managing 

Editor, John Murray 

Publishers

‘With many,  
many thanks  
on a cold 
September’s day’ 
John Prebble 
Author of Glencoe 

and The Highland 

Clearances

‘Thank you 
Andrew for your 
help in making a 
wonderful cover 
for George’ 
George Thomas 
Viscount Tonypandy
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Strategic Advice:
Challenges and Opportunities

The Marketplace

The last year has been marked by economic contrasts. 
Although the credit crunch has sent ripples around the world, 
energy demand has continued to grow and commodity prices 
have reached record highs. This has fueled considerable growth
and exploration in developing countries. Our multinational 
clients are facing the challenge of relocating infrastructure, 
resources, people and knowledge from slowing to growing 
markets. Simultaneously, organizations are making fundamental
changes which are driven by sustainability and climate change 
considerations.

The Benefits of Resource Reduction

For businesses, resource efficiency reduces an organization’s 
environmental footprint and decreases costs. From raw 
material inputs to the disposal of products, organizations 
are scrutinizing their internal processes and external supply 
chains to identify reduction options. Janssen Pharmaceutica, 
part of Johnson & Johnson, has set a goal of reducing waste by 
2010 as part of their corporate sustainability initiative, Healthy 
Planet 2010 Goals. ERM’s waste assessments at Janssen’s 
European manufacturing sites identified actions that will help 
them achieve their goal. ERM has also reviewed the design of 
a new Ingersoll Rand plant to reduce water use through reuse 
opportunities and process changes to improve efficiency.

Energy is another resource many companies are increasingly
seeking to minimize. This is driven not just by rising energy 
prices and general sustainability commitments, but also
new or anticipated regulations that focus on minimizing
CO2 emissions.

Carbon Policy Tightens

The European Union cap and trade system continues to 
develop, and other countries such as Australia and New 
Zealand, are adopting similar frameworks. In the US, the 
Presidential elections will herald a new era as both candidates 
have declared their support for a mandatory cap and trade 
program to mitigate carbon emissions. 

Uncertainty persists in the climate change policy arena 
as the second commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol 
approaches (2012) and we wait to see if China and India 
will clarify their climate change policies. Meanwhile, other 

governments are developing proactive strategies despite this 
uncertainty. For example, we are assisting the Hong Kong 
Government’s Environmental Protection Department to review
and update the inventories of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
in Hong Kong; characterize the impacts of climate change on 
Hong Kong; recommend additional policies and measures 
to reduce GHG emissions and facilitate adaptation to climate 
change; and evaluate and make assessments on the proposed 
measures. In Nigeria, we are working with the British 
Government’s Department for International Development 
to quantify the impacts of climate change on Nigeria’s 
economy, future growth and ability to meet the Millennium 
Development Goals. This will help to promote the integration 
of climate change into Nigeria’s development plans.

In the private sector, we have worked with AkzoNobel
to upgrade their long-term climate change strategy. Outcomes 
include setting GHG reduction targets and embedding carbon 
footprinting into their processes and products. 

E.ON

Assessing the impacts of one of the UK’s

largest offshore wind farm proposals.

E.ON’s 300MW Humber Gateway Offshore Wind Farm will have

capacity to power up to 195,000 homes and save up to 395,000t 

(metric tons) of carbon emmissions every year. The project would 

consist of up to 83 turbines and be situated off the Holderness Coast. 

To enable the smooth passage of planning applications,ERM carried 

out a range of detailed studies as part of the Environmental Impact 

Assessment process.

Findings and related mitigation options were incorporated

into the project’s planning strategy to reduce impacts and ensure

regulatory requirements were met.

Simon Hewitt & Christina Warner, London, UK

TCI Sanmar Chemicals
Assessing environmental impacts, management systems and

quantitative risks for a manufacturing facility in Port Said, Egypt.

Gareth Roberts, Manchester, UK

Karen Raymond, Edinburgh, UK

Lauren Osmond, Oxford, UK

Confidential Client
Green building support 

and Leadership in Energy & 

Environmental Design (LEED) 

certification across a regional 

property portfolio in Asia Pacific.

Peter Rawlings, Sydney, Australia
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 Sales by Practice
 FY 2008

 Global Sales FY2008

 A Contaminated Site Management 33%

 B Compliance Assurance 28%

 C Impact Assessment & Planning 17%

 D M&A Advisory Services 13%

 E Strategic Advice 9%

 Sales by Industry Sector
 FY 2008

 Global Sales FY2008

 A Manufacturing/Retail 23%

 B Oil and Gas 22%

 C Transportation, Utilities and Construction 12%

 D Chemical and Pharmaceutical 11%

 E Mining/Metals 7%

 F Financial and Legal 6%

 G Government 5%

 H High Tech and Communications 3%

 I Other 11%
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We have two fast-growing niche businesses – Information 
Solutions (IS), which delivers systems for gathering and using 
Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS) information, and 
the Certification & Verification Services (CVS) business. The 
earnings from these niche businesses grew by 19%. During
the financial year we increased our ownership of IS from 60% 
to 80% and bought the remaining shares of the CVS business
to reach 100% ownership.

Our South African business more than doubled its earnings, 
and we opened offices in Durban and Pretoria earlier this year. 
Our Eurasia business grew its earnings by 80%. A significant 
portion of this growth is driven by multinational corporations 
investing in the geographic regions serviced by these offices.

We ended the financial year with 3,597 staff, an increase  
of 13%, and 366 Partners, an increase of 7%. We commenced 
new country operations in Romania and also set up an office  
in Alaska. Our geographical presence was strengthened in the 
US, Canada, the UK, Germany and Malaysia with the opening 
of an additional 13 new offices in these countries.

Update on Governance

The governance framework has remained similar to last year. 
The Board still meets six times a year with two sub-committees 
for Audit & Risk, and Remuneration. We welcomed Chris Busby
of Bridgepoint onto the Board as a Non-executive Director in 
January 2008. Earlier in the financial year, Julio Torti withdrew 
from the Board to focus on his role as regional CEO of the 
growing LAC region.

We ran a competitive tender process during the year which 
led to a change of auditors from Ernst & Young to KPMG.

On a day-to-day basis we continue, as always, to be 
managed by the Executive Directors, who are supported by
the Senior Leadership Team and a larger group of Senior 
Partners. These groups consist of the Senior Executives who 
lead regional and country operations, business development, 
People development and other support functions. They 
generally meet two to four times a year in differing locations 
around the world, which enables them to meet clients and 
share knowledge across a variety of markets.

Summary

The financial year ended 31 March 2008 was a highly successful 
year for ERM both in terms of record financial performance and 
ongoing investment in the future growth of the business. Our 
employees have strongly supported this belief – 260 Partners 
committed US$9 million of their own money during the year 
in purchasing additional interests in the business via internal 
share offerings. This brought the total commitment by Partners 
over two years to some US$17 million.

Finally, we are pleased to report that trading in the first 
quarter of the financial year ending 31 March 2009 has been 
encouraging, with ERM experiencing strong growth on the 
equivalent first quarter of financial year 2008.

John Alexander
Chief Executive Officer, August 2008

Andrew Silverbeck
Finance Director, August 200880%

Our Eurasia business grew
in earnings by 80%.

1 We have elected to report in US dollars
 due to the geographic spread of
 ERM’s activities.

2 Net Revenues are the fees earned from  
 consulting, being gross revenues less 
 external project costs.

3 Niche Businesses are split out
 separately from FY 2006 onwards.

4 At FY 2008 average rates.

5 EBITA: Earnings Before Interest,
 Tax and Amortization of goodwill.

Five Year Historical Performance
Financial Years ended 31 March 2004 (FY 2004) to 31 March 2008 (FY 2008)     US$ million1

  FY 2004 FY 2005 FY 2006 FY 2007 FY 2008
  Actual Actual Actual Actual Actual

Gross Revenues   379.2 425.4 474.4 533.1 638.5

Net Revenues2

EMEA  75.4 83.1 85.4 107.1 141.6
Asia Pacific  36.5 40.8 46.3 52.1 64.1
LAC  13.0 19.1 22.3 20.9  27.6
North America  133.2 144.9 156.0 175.1 202.9
Niche Businesses3  – – 6.8 7.1 9.5

Total Net Revenues   258.1 287.9 316.8 362.3 445.7

% Growth – Actual  13% 12% 10% 14% 23%
% Growth – Constant Currency4      19%

Trading EBITA5

EMEA  7.4 7.1 9.8 12.4 16.1
Asia Pacific  4.4 5.6 6.7 8.6 11.0
LAC  2.2 2.7 2.8 (0.9)  3.1
North America  20.1 22.6 22.9 25.1  26.9
Niche Businesses3  – – 1.0 1.4 1.6

Total Trading EBITA5  34.1 38.0 43.2 46.6 58.7

% Growth – Actual  13% 11% 14% 8% 26%
% Growth – Constant Currency4      23%

 Health and Safety at ERM

Over the past year we took additional steps to help ensure the 

safety of ERM’s work activities. In 12 months we experienced 

0.57 medical treatment cases per 100 full-time employees,  

about a 25% reduction from the previous year. The number  

of lost workdays per 100 full time employees was 0.09, 40% 

better than any previous record. While this demonstrates a  

very positive direction, we continue to aim for zero incidents  

and have added additional levels of risk management in 2007.

ERM employees are sometimes asked to work in locations  

where substantial attention to travel safety and security is 

warranted. In 2007, ERM purchased a subscription to the  

Control Risks Group website which provides up-to-date 

information on locations around the world to supplement

our current planning. We consider this to be one of the

most important risk management initiatives to date.

Our internal health and safety program audit process

continued through 2007. By year end, 50% of ERM’s

Operating Companies had been audited. We also piloted

an Observation and Feedback Program at one of our largest 

remediation projects. It proved very successful and we are 

carefully examining the outcome as we consider the broad 

implementation of safety observation concepts across all

of ERM’s practice areas in 2008.
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Alternating 
Current Control System

Contactorless operation
simplifies maintenance, improves reliability 

eliminates serviceable (replacement) contactors

Automatic re-gen braking
safer and easier control of vehicle

Superior torque control
minimal roll back on slopes 
safer and easier to control

Brushless motor design
simplifies maintenance, improves reliability 

eliminates serviceable (replacement) brushes

High Battery efficiency
high efficiency controller 

means an improved battery shift life

Dust and water ingress protection
more reliability, less maintenance

Direct Current 
Control System

Automatic re-gen braking
safer and easier control of vehicle

Smooth stepless operation
easier control, maximises load protection 

during acceleration

Fault finding diagnostics
increases ‘up time’

minimises maintenance acceleration requirements

Thermal overload protection
protects electrical components 

from overload damage

Brakes

Dual circuit brake system
safer control of vehicle

Three separate braking systems
hydraulic brakes on all four wheels 

electronic re-gen braking
separate parking brake system on drive wheels

Identical industrial designed 
brakes front and rear

simplified maintenance, minimal spares holding
safe control of vehicle

Chassis

Monocoque construction with inner shell
extremely strong design

15mm longitudinal steel plate inner chassis –
absorbs all towing and braking stress

Replaceable front bumper
‘damage zone’ outer chassis parts designed to be 

easily replaceable

Folded steel plate componentry
simple but strong design

Comfort 
and safety

Two adjustable suspension seats
driver and passenger safety and comfort

Interior panoramic mirror
Two interior mirrors

maximum visibility and safe operation 
even in confined areas

Safety ’deadman’s’ pedal
safe operation, ensures driver is in control of vehicle

Ergonomic driving position
for operator safety and comfort

‘Truck on’ light
alerts operator and nearby personnel that the 

vehicle is switched on and ready for use

Driver’s Cab

Safety cell cab
for driver and passenger safety and comfort

Positive locking on doors
safe operation and maximum visibility 

even in confined areas

Full weatherproofing
for driver and passenger safety and comfort

Large window areas with 
flat safety-glass screens

safe operation and maximum visibility
minimal time and material replacement costs

Ergonomic cab layout
safe operation ensures driver is in control of vehicle

Robust control levers 
and large pedals

safe operation – driver control
maximum ‘up time’ and minimal time and material 

replacement costs

Features and Benefits

Maintenance

Tilting cab for easy access to all 
maintenance needs
simplified maintenance

minimal ‘down time’

Maintenance-free
suspension systems

maximum ‘up time’
minimum maintenance costs

Minimum maintenance steer axle
maximum ‘up time’

minimum maintenance costs

Drive motor brush washer indicators
(DC system)

maximum ‘up time’
simplified maintenance

Suspension

Leaf springs front and rear
safe operation, simplified maintenance

driver and passenger safety and comfort

Maintenance-free rubber bonded 
brushes and shock absorbers

simplified maintenance, maximum ‘up time’
minimal time and material costs

Common parts front and rear
simplified maintenance, maximum ‘up time’

minimal time and material costs

Three point mounting on rear sub-frame
safe operation, simplified maintenance

driver and passenger safety and comfort

Steer axle

Beam construction with
directly mounted power steer cylinder

safe operation, simplified maintenance
maximum ’up time’

Minimum maintenance
only six grease nipples

maximum ’up time’
minimum maintenance

Large steering lock angle
safe operation

maximum manoeuvrability – 
even in confined areas

Drive axle

Purpose-built design
specifically for industrial use,

longevity of service and reliability

Fully floating half shafts
only subject to traction stresses

other loads on the axle do not transfer to the half-shafts

Drive motor

Purpose built design
specifically for industrial use,

longevity of service and reliability

AC or DC available
AC motor does not have brushes

DC motor has heavy duty brushes with 
up to three years life cycle

Fan cooled
maintains long life and minimal maintenance

Direct mounted in sub frame 
with rubber drive coupling to drive axle

eliminates prop shaft
absorbs dive start up stresses

maintains long life and minimal maintenance

Class ‘F’ insulation
maintains long life and minimal maintenance

Electronics

Easy access in cab area
maximum protection

simplified maintenance
maximum ‘up time’

minimal time and replacement costs

AC or DC systems available
to suit customer specifications

Emergency cut-out in cab
important safety feature ensures driver control

Thermal protection systems
safe operation, simplified maintenance

All lights protected against damage
safe operation, simplified maintenance

Heavy duty control switches throughout
simplified maintenance

maximum ‘up time’
minimal time and replacement costs

Diagnostic fault-finding systems
Intermittent fault memory

simplified maintenance
maximum ‘up time’

minimal time and material replacement costs

Wheels

Same size front and rear
simplified maintenance

maximum ‘up time’
minimal time and material replacement costs

Industrial design
Industrial tyres
Six stud fixing

long life
minimal maintenance

Power Steering

Left and right-hand drive available
to suit customer specifications

Large diameter steer ram
maximum ‘up time’

simplified maintenance

Minimum maintenance system
maximum ‘up time’

minimum maintenance costs

Introducing 
the very 

latest addition
to our popular

range of tugs
minimum

maintenance
safe, strong,

well designed

maximum
’up time’

minimum
‘down time’

With a pedigree stretching back to 1918, 

Jumbo Tugs have a wealth of experience in

Electric Baggage Tractors. The popular T15M MkII

Electric Baggage Tractor is used by

major airlines and ground

handling companies around the

world. With handling capacities

up to 20 tonnes, these

vehicles are synonymous

with strength, reliability, ease

of maintenance and comfort. 

We are able to supply new equipment,

refurbished equipment or even refurbish

customer’s own equipment. Our spare parts and

service facility is dedicated to meeting customers

requirements in the shortest possible time. 

At the forefront of technology, Jumbo Tugs strive

to ensure maximum productivity for the operators.

We have a range of vehicles to suit customer

requirements. Our products are designed to be safe,

reliable and easy to maintain. We have incorporated a

number of design features which ensure time and

material replacement costs are kept to a minimum.

For safer and easier control of the vehicles we have

designed cabs that are ergonomically designed for

comfort and safety of drivers and passengers.

Some of the features of the Jumbo Tugs product
range are: 

Direct Current control system
Featuring automatic re-gen braking, smooth stepless operation,

fault finding diagnostics and thermal overload protection

Brakes
Dual circuit brake system, three separate braking systems,

identical industrial designed brakes for front and rear wheels

Wheels
Same size front and rear. Industrial design, industrial tyres, six

stud fixing

Comfort and safety
Adjustable suspension seats, adjustable interior panoramic

mirrors with two exterior mirrors, safety ‘dead man’s’ pedal’,

‘truck on’ light, ergonomic driving position.

Drive Axle
Purpose-built design, fully floating half-shafts.

Driver’s cab
Safety cell cab, positive locking on doors, full weather proofing,

large window areas with flat safety-glass screens, suspension

seats, robust controls.

Maintenance
Drive motor brush wear indicators (DC system).

Power steering
Left and right-hand drive available/ large diameter steer ram,

minimum maintenance system.

Steer axle
Beam construction with directly mounted power steer cylinder,

minimum maintenance – only six 

grease nipples, large steering lock angle.

Jumbo Tugs (JTL) Ltd
Unit 6, Harebridge Lane Industrial Estate

Halton, Aylesbury, 

Bucks HP22 5PF

Tel:  +44 (0) 1296 625663

Fax: +44 (0) 1296 624982

Exhibition design � Vehicle Graphics � Jumbotug prototype �

Logo design and corporate ID �

Design
Production

Design Management 
Art Direction
Copywriting 

Photography

Collaborative project with product designer
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Kids
Character
Funwear

Irresistible 
softness

Charming 
designs

Funkidry Duck

With smiling eyes and fluffy 
orange beak

£20.00

85 – 100 cm  Hooded only, side pocket
100 – 110 cm  Hooded only, side pocket
110 – 120 cm  Pouch pocket
120 – 130 cm  Pouch pocket
130 – 140 cm  Pouch pocket

● Pocket

● Side toggle fasteners

● Useful hanging loop

● Luxury-weight cotton

● Funkidry logo

● Washing instructions

● Personalisation 
available (see page 9)

12

Fantastic Funkidry
Cotton Drill Shirts

£32.50

● 100% soft cotton drill

● Pre-shrunk

● Unisex

● Funkidry logo

Watersports
wear

Surfers, sailors, windsurfers and

all watersports lovers!

The lure of the water is felt all year

round – even in the winter months.

Forget the traditional towel – add

a Funkidry to your kit and dry off

quickly when you leave the water.

Wetsuit off – Funkidry on, it is as

simple as that! Get dry and warm

without baring all!

Please see

our clothing

range on

pages 12–13.
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Funkidry Size Guide

The sizes below are based on

Funkidrys reaching just

below the knee. If you want a

shorter Funkidry simply order

a shorter height. For a longer

length, order one in the height

above your height range.

Design
Production

Design Management 
Art Direction
Copywriting 

Photography
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Equity

Sector Specialist

Diversified Trading

Systematic

Equity Hedge

Quarterly

Monthly

Daily

Soft Closed

Open

Hard Closed

Precious Metals

Agriculture

Other

Energy

Base Metals

Strategy Breakdown

Manager Liquidity

Sector Breakdown

Manager Capacity

19%

56%

6%

5%

13%
16%

37%

3%

27%

16%

14%

62%

24%

15%

35%

50%

Strategy Breakdown Sector Breakdown

Manager CapacityManager Liquidity
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London Power Associates

Power and Transportation Consultants

Quality Service Teamwork

LPA provides a highly responsive and flexible

service that allows you to make investment

decisions with confidence at any time during the

project’s life cycle. Our early involvement offers key

advantages in terms of risk minimisation,

optimisation of technical performance and cost,

compliance with health, safety and environmental

requirements and standards.

Our clients frequently involve us at the concept 

stage of a new development starting with studies

and investigations. Planning an expansion, an

electrification scheme, system reinforcement or

refurbishment, or a generation connection are

typical examples. 

We can then engineer the concepts and outline

designs into a detailed optimised design and

manage the entire project through to specification,

bid evaluation, construction, testing &

commissioning and acceptance.

Unlike traditional consultancies, LPA has chosen an

innovative approach to conducting business by

placing staff at the centre of all activities.  We

firmly believe that well motivated high quality

professionals are the key to ensuring client

satisfaction and future growth and success. One of

the many measures we have undertaken to meet

these objectives is to have employee ownership of

the business.  Other measures include the

provision of an open, participative and supportive

work environment. As a result our clients receive a

fast, flexible, high quality and cost-effective service.

Underpinning LPA’s business ethos is teamwork,

both with the client and within the company.  Often

this means working from client’s offices to enable

optimised working arrangements.

LPA staff utilise state-of-the-art tools in order to

maximise the benefits of their talents. IPSA,

EMTP/ATP, CAPTOR, Mipower, Autocad, DINIS, ETAP,

ERACS, PSS/e and Primavera are just some of the

examples, 

London Power Associates
Power and Transportation Consultants

London Power Associates Ltd
Abbey House, 450 Bath Road, Longford, London Heathrow UB7 0EB, UK

Tel +44 (0) 20 8757 5757 Fax +44 (0) 20 8757 8767 enquiries@LPAworld.com   www.LPAworld.com

Global Experience

In addition to the UK, LPA engineers have experience of the following countries:

Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, British Virgin Islands, Brunei, China, Dominica, Dubai, 

East Timor, Ethiopia, Fiji, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Jordan, Kenya,

Kiribati, Kuwait, Laos, Libya, Malawi, Mauritius, Nepal, Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Papua New

Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, St Lucia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Solomon Islands, South Korea, 

Sri Lanka, Syria, Tajikistan, Tanzania, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, USA, Venezuela, West Bank & Gaza Strip,

Western Samoa, Yemen, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

manage 
retrieve 

store 
index 
capture 

capture

index

store

retrieve

manage

FILEstream

DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Panasonic Business Systems UK
A division of Panasonic UK Ltd.
Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks RG12 8FP. 
tel: 08700 100464  fax: 08700 102 465  www.panasonic.co.uk/workio

Your Local Supplier:

The comprehensive document

managing solution

Includes add-ins for Microsoft

Office products

scanning paper documents
(features dependent on scanner)

use FILEstream interface
use native interface
multipage/single page/numbered
pages
duplex/simplex
paper source
paper size
brightness and contrast
resolution
colour, line art and greyscale
save as BMP, JPEG, PCX, DCX,
TIFF (various), PDF, HTML
auto OCR
scan more (auto append)
auto rotate/correct

file import
capture files in three ways:

Microsoft Office add-ins
using the file import option within
FILEstream 
by choosing the FILEstream option
when using the ‘send to’ feature in
Windows Explorer

indexing options
index to a custom template
re-index (if administrator
permissions are granted) 
index fields can be given a ‘default
value’ – the value will appear
automatically when using that
template
retain temporarily fixed values
while indexing
index values can be set as
mandatory (‘must fill’ value)
drop-down lists for frequently used
index values
incremental indexing eg. 001 002
003
multiple indexing
barcode and OCR region auto-
indexing

search by
index values, or any part of, across
selected templates or all
templates 
date range (system entry) 
any word within OCR’d documents 
file name or any part of file name

viewing options
view documents as list files,
thumbnails (variable size) or
images
over 200 file formats can be viewed
as thumbnails or images: • PDF •
raster • vector • autodesk/hybrid •
autoCAD/colour • TIFF • PCX • GIF
• JPEG • Sun raster • PNG •
Photoshop • Office • Word •
Acrobat/PDF • HTML • ASCII •
PowerPoint • Excel etc etc 
split image and split single page
view
visual indication of archived,
annotated, attached, missing and
failed documents

image manipulation
rotate clockwise/anticlockwise
auto correct 
fit to height/width/screen/full size
despeckle/deskew
invert
zoom

annotations
ability to create and annotate
barcodes
ability to create stamps with
images as well as text

append options
A multipage document (e.g. TIF) can
be attached to an existing document
via the append feature. Insertion of
the document can be to any section of
the target document, at the
start/end/or at a selected page.
Attached files can be removed,
opened, saved out, and detached into
an inbox

OCR
imaged documents containing text,
imported into the system can be
OCR’d (saved to the database by
the text content)
sections on any page can be
assigned to OCR or barcode fields
follow fields functionality shows
relevant enlarged section of
document for each field when
indexing

send to
allows documents to be sent within
FILEstream from one user to
another. Indexed documents will be
sent as copies 
documents sent can be annotated
and then returned establishing a
useful system of document flow

save as
the file format can be changed
from or to BMP, JPEG, PCX, DCX,
PDF, TIFF (various). The saved
document is a copy of the
document in the FILEstream
system

print, fax and e-mail
documents within the system can
be printed, faxed or e-mailed
provided the necessary software is
resident

administration
user setup create/delete/edit
users, passwords setup and
routebox pathways; user
permissions/revisions (append,
delete, annotate, send to, index, re-
index and image movement);
assign users to groups
group set up create/delete/edit
user groups; assign premissions to
groups
templates set up templates and
assign templates to groups

scanners direct or network
connection
backup documents can be backed
up to a specific volume and
restored in the event of a data loss

scan drivers
TWAIN and ISIS drivers supported 
any scanning device used to input
images that can be viewed by the
system

database
Microsoft SQL Server V7 or 2000

support for MSDE
support for multiple databases
new databases can be created
from within FILEstream on SQL
and MSDE

barcode (module)
automatically indexes by barcode
contents

add-in for Microsoft Office products
Word, Excel, Outlook & Powerpoint

documents/files/e-mails can be
imported into FILEstream directly
from the application or sent to
other users
documents can be indexed and
searched for directly from these
applications

automation component
this allows 3rd party applications
to access FILEstream (e.g. a
bespoke Customer Information
system)

enhanced searching
simple search panel for quick
search
advanced search panel for more
control
ability to save pre-designed
advanced searches for later use

user messaging
internal messaging system for
FILEstream users

thumbnail caching
thumbnails cached on local system
for quicker access
thumbnails automatically created
when required

archiving
ability to archive to and restore
from removable media
choose which documents to
archive
archive documents not modified
since a given date

PC specification (minimum)
OS: Windows 2000, NT and XP
Processor: Pentium 3
HDD: 1 GB free space
Screen resolution: 1024 x 768 32 bit
128 MB RAM

licensing
Concurrent or fixed number
licenses can be supplied

specification

Microsoft®  Windows® and Windows NT® are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.

This specification was correct at the time of printing and is subject to change without notice.
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Design
Design registration drawingsCollaboration with manufacturer
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